
Thursday 14 July 2016 
Priestman Building, Sunderland University 

11am – 1pm 
 

NEIDN Meeting Minutes 
 
Attendees: 
Rob Huggins Liberdade (RH),  
Martin Wilson TIN Arts (MW),  
Rachel Jean Birch NEIDN Development Coordinator and Moving Art Management 
(RJB),  
Hannah Marshall NEIDN Development Coordinator and Moving Art Management 
(HM),  
Amanda Drago Children and Young Peoples Dance Network (AD),  
Ashleigh Ritchie Percy Hedley (AR),  
Anna Hall Braena (AH),  
Brent Mariner Braena (BM),  
Leanne Johnson TIN Arts Mentee on the Artist Development Programme (LJ). 
 
Apologies from: 
Lynn Campbell Dance Connect, Jessica Smith Tees Valley Dance and Tees Dance Film 
Festival, Phil Douglas Middlesbrough Council, Holly Irving Dance City, Olga Maloney 
BIFF, Joe Maloney BIFF, Amelia Henderson Arts Council England, Nick Malyan 
Durham Gala, Headway Arts, Sarah Riach Sunderland University. 
 
Agenda Items: 

 Welcome 

 Re-cap of last meetings minutes 

 Feedback and evaluation of artist development programme 

 Future Planning 

- Unincorporated Association 

- Evaluation of current activity 

- Future vision for the network 

 Sharing of Inclusive events or activity which the NEIDN could engage with 

 Next meeting date and location 

 AOB 

Recap of last Meetings Minutes 
 
Looked through actions from the last meeting to check progress.  Most actions had 
been completed or were in the process of being completed. 
 
MW will be meeting Alex Croft and Amelia next week to talk about the next NPO 
rounds opening in October.  TINs work with the NEIDN will be discussed during this 
meeting.   

ACTION: MW to feedback at the next NEIDN meeting.  
 



After researching Inclusive best practice documents for organisations the NEIDN are 
going to use the Unlimited Impact Demystifying Access Document, which also 
includes a section developed, by Luxi and Liberdade.  This is available on the NEIDN 
website under useful links. 
 
RH spoke with lawnmowers at their recent event about the NEIDN network. They are 
looking to create their own network for the learning disabled arts community.  It 
would be good to invite them along to the next meeting and engage with them 
about the NEIDN model.  

ACTION: RH, HM and RJB to follow up and invite to next NEIDN Meeting. 
 
MW fed back that their application to Spirit of 2012 was unsuccessful, however they 
were successful in securing a small grant from Esmee Fairbairn for a feasibility study, 
which will be delivered soon, and this will then lead into a longer project which TIN 
Arts are looking into funds for such as Ambition for Excellence.  
 ACTION: MW to feedback at the next NEIDN Meeting. 
 
AR talked about lack of wheelchair dance in North East and asked about future 
possibilities. All were in agreement that this should be discussed further and 
supported where possible and could this be one of the networks key areas for 
development in the longer term.  The group recommended some artists for AR to 
take a look at and also we mentioned the WDSA (Wheelchair Dance Sport 
Association) and will provide AR with links to their work.  It was also mentioned that 
it would be useful for her to get in touch with Lynn Campbell at Dance Connect.  It 
was extremely valuable to hear AR feedback at the meeting and the network will 
continue to strengthen the relationship with her.  

ACTION: HM and RJB to provide AR with links to the WDSA and Dance 
Connect and add her to all NEIDN correspondence. 

ACTION: Email AR links to Candoco, Claire Cunningham, Marc Brew, DV8 and 
Stop Gap. 

ACTION: AR to send HM and RJB information on her work so that they can 
share this with the network. 
 
AR also has a piece she has developed with Holly Irving at Dance City.  It was 
discussed that there could be an option of them sharing this work at Freedom 
Moving. 

ACTION: RH and AR to liaise with Dance City about this.  
 
MW fed back that the TIN Arts IncludFEST call out was very well responded to and 
they will have a dance focus at the event in Durham.  
 
Two new things that the network can promote are TIN Arts performance at SIRF and 
activity that is happening in Glasgow with Independence and Unlimited. 

ACTION: MW to send HM and RJB info on SIRF 
ACTION: AH to send HM and RJB info about Glasgow. 

 
RH confirmed Freedom Moving will be on Friday 25th November and that they will be 



having a launch event in September of their new Gosforth Venue. 
 ACTION: RH to share Freedom Moving Call Out and Launch event with HM 
and RJB when released. 
 
It was highlighted that included in the Billingham International Folklore Festival is a 
performance by Inclusive group Respect Theatre performing ‘Cave of Hands’ on 
Sunday 14 August at 4pm. 
 
There was a meeting in Teesside for people based in tees valley who are working in 
all areas of Inclusive practice.  Paul Creswick from Tees Valley Sport was in 
attendance and they have a network across tees valley where all disability sports 
leaders come together. They are launching a three-year project including sport and 
dance, funded by Middleborough football club.  It was agreed that it would be good 
to involve Paul in our conversation. 

ACTION: MW to send HM and RJB Paul’s contact 
ACTION: HM and RJB to add Paul to mailing list and invite to next meeting.  

 
 ACTION: AD to still set intro to random acts for HM and RJB 
 
Feedback and Evaluation of Artist Development Programme 
 
 
All of the strands going well, all artists checked up on and highlighted elements of 
change and comments for evaluation.  
Some of the development programmes are finding that they are providing other 
support for the artists outside of the studio, such as time management, 
communication etc. that are as equally important to their progression as a artist. 
 
All groups have been sent a set of questions to ask their mentees. 
The questions are: 
• What previous dance experience have you had? 
• How did you find out about the NEIDN mentoring scheme and why did you apply? 
• What are the daily challenges and barriers for you as a dance artist? 
• What would you like to do as a dance artist in the future? 
• What further support do you think the NEIDN could offer? 
What were your hopes and expectations of the mentoring scheme? 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to resend questions to AH 
 
HM fed back that Michael will be coming to the end of his mentoring at Epinay 
School.  He had mentioned that there might be the opportunity to see the 
performance as part of a school assembly. 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to contact Michael about this a feedback to RH who 
may want to attend also. 
 
The TIN Arts mentor artists are Leanne, Cameron and Greta.  They will be working 
the week of the 25-29 July at TIN.  The week will have a focus of three main 
activities: 1.physical doing to create, refine and develop material.  2. personal 



development and cultural sector awareness of portfolio careers.  3. two days at the 
end of the week to develop their material and be mentored through this. Greta 
working with a group of dancers based outside the North East.  Leanne working with 
Wayne Hooks, Cameron has two dancers to work with.   Following on from this it 
would be interesting to think about what more we need to do to support these 
artists 
 
We are going to start linking the Network activity to #’s so that we can generate a 
Storify to support the NEIDN activity.  The # we are going to use are #NEIDN and 
#Inclusivedance 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to contact all members about the # and create a storify 
 
Future Planning 
 
Talked about unincorporated assossciations as a possible structure for the NEIDN.  
We discussed the pros of it being very easy to set up and govern; however the cons 
are that those who are involved are personally liable for activity.  Amanda explained 
that the CYP network are also exploring this as a model and that to achieve 
charitable status also throws up complications.  There is also a key emphasis that the 
network should only be doing programmes, which wouldn’t have happened without 
collaboration so as not to fund activity already, happening by the network members. 
 
We looked at constitution templates which could be used if we wanted to progress 
with this further. 
 
For the next step on funding strategy it was agreed that the NEIDN would call a 
meeting in the next few weeks on Friday 29 July 9:30am – 11am about looking 
specifically at the structure of the network and make decisions on the funding focus 
going forward.  This will not be a usual meeting but one with a very specific focus 
and open for members to attend if they have a particular interest in discussing this 
subject as there is an urgency in making finalised decisions. 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to circulate information on this meeting, making it clear 
what the intention for the meeting is. 
 
Other funding opportunities could be:  
MW and RH to approach small NE charities for NEIDN.  
 ACTION: MW and RH to discuss this further. 
 
Sir James Knott could be a good organisation to approach for small pockets of 
funding 

ACTION: HM, RJB and MW to investigate 
 

MW is to meet Jo Verrent from Unlimited 
 ACTION: MW to feedback on opportunity for funds? 
 



Ann Fletcher Williams is the ACE Relationship Manager for Diversity across the North 
and would be good to talk to in terms of the networks structure and possible funding 
opportunities.  It would definitely be good to start a conversation with her. 

ACTION: HM and RJB to contact Ann about strategic funds 
 
Community foundation have a scheme called Angel Funders.  The Angel Fund 
supports projects that develop the skills of local people as well as increasing 
community development.  Ellie Turner would be the person to contact about this. 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to research Angel Funders in time for the funding 
meeting on Friday 29 July. 
 
MW spoke with Nick Malyan about Big Lottery and Awards for All.  They are funds 
not about the arts and if the arts was highlighted as a focus of a project it would 
weaken the application.  The funds are all about the community and the change you 
can impact, supporting people with a disability to make progression.  
 
Could sponsorship or patronage be a way that the network could seek funding also?  
AR talked about the successes she has had in securing sponsorship and the benefits 
of this to raising the profile of her work. 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to look into Sponsorship and Patronage 
 
This led into discussions on broadening the remit of the network as to date the focus 
has been on learning disabilities due to the expertise of those usually in attendance 
at the meetings.  However, this has been discussed previously at meetings, that we 
are looking to make physical disability members more prominent and at the 
forefront of our thinking as a network. Are there ways of looking at funding 
opportunities for this strand of activity into physical disability. All acknowledged that 
the network is lacking broadness of disability and we need to engage those in our 
work who have these expertise.  Awards for all could be an option if this was activity 
we wanted to specifically fund. 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to place physical disability on the agenda strategy and 
to encourage those with different disabilities to attend the meeting and get their 
voices heard. 
 ACTION: AR to let HM and RJB know of any funding opportunities she comes 
across. 
 
This prompted a suggestion that we include a featured artist on our website each 
week or maybe on the footer of our email.  
 ACTION: HM and RJB to investigate featuring a disabled dance artist on the 
NEIDN website or on the email footer. 
 
Discussed the British Council Video Link on Disability. 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to add this as a link on the website 
 
Future Vision for the NEIDN needs refining and there needs to be bigger 
conversations around this in September.  Using the discussions from today will shape 
some of this thinking on areas where the network could develop activity.  This may 



require a half-day to thrash out ideas and bring together action plans, identifying the 
gaps in provision and look at what is needed in the North East. 

ACTION: HM and RJB to schedule this meeting and set agenda.  
When looking at evaluation of the current activity it was decided that: 

- The Network could create a timeline of the activity over the year to show 
progression and achievement, including meetings, events, platforms etc. 

- Gather from members 3 x key benefits of being part of the network using a 
survey on Google Forms to collate this information.  

- Social media, data statistics as well as comments and images. 
In all instances the information needs to be concise and accessible.  LJ Highlighted 
the importance of person first and the disability second. 

ACTION: HM and RJB to start gathering together this information and data. 
 
Some other questions which were raised are: What's needed for disabled artists?  
Consult people about what their needs are? Who needs it? What are the progression 
routes? 
 ACTION: MW to produce an A4 document to share with the group.  
 
Sharing of Inclusive events or activity which the NEIDN could engage with 

AH shared Headway Arts Update:  They are looking for artists to share work at a 
their up coming event and they are also very keen to offer their venue for dance 
platforms and future events.  
 ACTION: HM and RJB to contact AH for nire details of the update and share 
with the network. 
 
Notes from Lynn Campbell:  

Bare Toed in partnership with Dance Connect and Juice are creating an 
installation for the Juice festival at Northern Stage - Downside Up. We've just had a 
weeks R and D residency in Thomas Bewick  (with young people from the school, 
parents and some mainstream peers) just to let people know really as the 
performance will be inclusive. 
Other info is that Dance Connect just did a training 'How inclusive is my practice?' at 
Dance City and have one coming up soon for the Council artists in residence and 
another soon for Juice volunteers - will put open opportunities on the website. 
And I was going to share that I sometimes find it a challenge to share and big up my 
inclusive Dance Connect work in these meetings - I guess so much of the work is 1:1 
and therefore low key, bespoke, small steps work...................just to ponder. 
 ACTION: HM and RJB to follow up with Lynn  
 ACTION: Lynn to send HM and RJB the information for Downside Up and 
‘How inclusive is my practice’ 
 
Dance for Change - Gdance and National Inclusive Dance Network have applied for 
GfA  with the project they will: 

- appoint 3 disabled dance agents for change to work nationally for 2 years 
- grass routes work 
- higher education 
- making work 



Could on of those agents be hosted by the NEIDN? 
 
Next meeting date and location 

Following on from the conversations around the longer-term values and activity of 
the network as well as looking towards evaluating the GfA Development Grant it was 
agreed that the network should hold a substantial meeting to engage all of its 
members.  After many other discussions through the meeting it was agreed that this 
would be best held in the Autumn and that this could be hosted around the Freedom 
Moving Platform on Friday 25 November.  We have a space beforehand to present 
our evaluation of the network, the networks achievements and engage new 
members in the meeting. 
 
Therefore the next meetings are mapped out as follows: 
 

- Friday 29 July, 9:30am – 11am at Dance City: Funding Strategy Meeting for 
Members who have a particular interest in deciding the funding structure 
and seeking of future funds. 

 
- September, Date and Time TBC at Gosforth Civic Centre: NEIDN Quarterly 

Meeting with a specific focus on the Networks future vision, all members 

invited. 

 

- Freedom Moving Network Celebration.  Friday 25 November at Dance City 

TBC.  Opportunity for members to get together and celebrate the NEIDN and 

share evaluation findings.  Also an opportunity to recruit new members. 

ACTION: HM and RJB to book space at Dance City for meeting on Friday 29 July. 
ACTION: HM and RJB to confirm a date with RH for the September Meeting. 
ACTION: HM and RJ to liaise with Dance City and RH for the Freedom Moving 
Event. 

 
 
 
 


